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perimental assistance.

There has been some confusion in the literature with
regard to the names associated with various echo phe-
nomena. Thus, in the present case, polarization echoes
(B.P. Smolyakov, N. B.Angert, U. Kh. Kopvillem, and
R. Z. Sharipov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela 15, 559 (1978} [Sov.
Phys. Solid State 15, 387 (1973)], end references con-
tained therein), boson echoes and phonon echoes [A. Bill-
man, C. Frbnois, J. Joffrin, A. Levelut, and S. Ziol-
kiewicz, J. Phys. (Paris) 34, 453 (1973), and refer-
ences contained thereinj, and electric-field echoes
[N. S. Shiren and H. L. Melcher, in Proceedings of the
Ultrasonics Symposium, Miheaukee, Wisconsin, 1974
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, New
York, 1974), p. 572, and references therein] have all
been used. The term '"polarization echo" is closest in
spirit and meaning to the original spin (magnetization)
echo, and we have, therefore, decided to use it hence-
forth.
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tained the rein.
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Neutron-scattering studies of 20-NbSe& and 2H-TaSe& reveal the strong Kohn anoma-
lies and incommensurate superlattice characteristic of charge-density-wave instabilities.
Whereas the NbSe2 superlattice (To =33.5 K) remains incommensurate to 5 K, TaSe2
P'0=122.3 K} locks to a commensurate Ba superlattice at 90 K. The temperature depen-
dence of the superlattice wave vector and the lockin behavior are understood using a free
energy involving terms third order in atomic displacement. A secondary lattice distor-
tion required by this modejI is observed.

The unusual changes in the electronic proper-
ties' of 20-NbSe, near 35 K and 20-TaSe, near
120 K are indicative of a phase transition in which
the conduction electrons play an important role.
From electron-diffraction studies of 20- TaSe,
Wilson, DiSalvo, and Mahajan~' showed that weak
superlattice Bragg spots develop at the same tem-
perature as that which characterizes these elec-
tronic anomalies. The superlattice appeared to
be commensurate with the high-temperature lat-

tice, having a'= 3a and c'= c. Similar experi-
ments on 1T-TaSe, found a high-temperature in-
commensurate superlattice which becomes com-
mensurate in a strongly first-order transition at
473 K. Since the wave vector chara. cterizing this
incommensurate superlattice is changed by dop-
ing with Ti, it was concluded that the superlattice
results from a charge-density-wave (CDW) in-
stability of the type first suggested by Overhaus-
er.4 In this Letter we present the results of neu-
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tron-scattering experiments which demonstrate
that at inception the superlattices of both 2H-
TaSe, and 20-NbSe, are also slightly incommen-
surate and furthermore that TaSe2 undergoes a
lockin transition to the 3a superlattice at 90 K.

Our neutron data were obtained on a triple-axis
spectrometer at the Brookhaven National Labora-
tory high-flux beam reactor using mainl hi h-

p rity crystals grown by DiSalvo. Unf tun

'ny g-

l the 1

or ate-
y, e largest are still of relatively small vol-

ume for such an experiment (1 to 60 mm'). In-
elastic scattering employed a variety of incident
beam energies, while elastic studies used neu-
trons in the range 13.0 to 14.5 meV T d

y ic-graphite filters eliminated wavelength con-
tamination when necessary.

Our study of the temperature-dependent Bragg
intensities shows that superlattice formation oc-

way in both 2H-NbSe, (T,= 33.5 K) and 2lI-TaSe
&T =122 3(,= . K). At 140 K in TaSe, appreciable

2 0 o 2

quasielastic critical scattering' with reduced
wave vector near a*/3 (a*=4 /W3 a~ is evident
which develops into a system of Bragg superlat-
tice reflections at T . Figure 1 sh thp gure s ows the results
of high-resolution elastic scans along [$00] at
various temperatures below T in TaSe .
dataa a provide clear evidence of three novel fea-
tures of the development of the superlattice.

(1) The wave vector characterizing the superlat-
tice just below T, is not exactly commensurate
with the hthe high-temperature reciprocal lattice but

is rather qz = (1 —5)a*/3, with 5 - 0.02, and tem-
perature dependent.

(2) There exists an apparently first-order phase
transformation' near 90 K in which 5- 0
uper a tice remains commensurate below this

temperature.
3 I ime ere exists,n the incommensurate regime the

in addition to the primary lattice distortion
wave ve

1S Or on Of

vector qz, a weaker secondary lattice dis-
tortion' having a wave vector q, ~

= (1+25)a+/3.
The ultimately successful search for this scatter-

-energy considera-ing was motivated by the free-ene d
tions to be discussed presently.

In NbSe a similarly incommensurate superlat-
tice is observed below Tp yet no lockin transi-
'on occurs above 5 K. The sample was too small

to observe a q2~ peak. The temperature depen-
dence of 5 for b
Fi. 2a

oth compounds is summariz d
g. (a). Measurements of the Bragg intensity

associated with the primary di t t'is or ion have been
made as a function of temperature in both com-
pounds (Fig. 3). Although second-order beh
is a arent

— r er e avior
pp en, we caution that it is often hard to de-

tect a small first-order discontin 'ty.
Presumably the microscopic basis for the un-

der standin ofing o these observations involves de-
nic c arge-densitytailed consideration of electronic h -d

instabilities and their coupling to the lattice, How-
ever, a very simple phenomenological theor
based upon a Landau-like free-energy exp
p

' s a clear semiquantitative underst d'

of the bee ehavior of the incommensurate h
els BX1 lng

aep ases

V)
Z.'
QJ =90K
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FIG. 1. Elastic scans along [(Ool showing the incommeing o nsurate primary peak t & =(4- &

perlattice. 0 en c
a . Open circles indicate multiplicat' b t . ho su-

1 . p circles are Bragg points of the hi h-
ica ion y ten. The inset shot . hows the reciprocal hexagonal su-

lattice Bragg poants of the commensurate 1

o e xg -temperature structure.
a e super attice.

re; solxd circles are the primarre mary super-
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PEG. 3. NormaIized intensity of the primary super-
1attice Bragg peaks versus temperature. The break in
the TaSe2 curve marks the lockin transition.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of & and q, &/gg as
measured, (a) and (c), and as predicted, (b) and (d),
by the model described in text B~/.C =0.87 (96O ) for
the mode1 curves shown.

F~ =A(q„T)q, ' ——', Bq,a+ AC@, , (2)

where g~, g, ~, and g, are the real amplitudes of
distortions at wave vectors qt;, q,z, and q, = a /3,
respectively. The coefficients 8 and C are as-
sumed constant whereas A (q, T) = n(T —T,) + I q

This is the simplest form of A(q, T) which
will lead to a lattice susceptibility diverging at
T=T, for q=q, =(1 —80)a*/3, where 5, is a tem-
perature-independent constant. Terms of the
type q~'q, ~, coupling pairs of order parameters,
are required by translational invariance. For
simplicity, we keep only terms coupling order
parameters having wave vectors along the same
(&00) direction.

The temperature-dependent behaviors of g„g~,

discussed above. The expansion is in powers of
the order parameters, which we take as the am-
plitudes of plane-wave distortions with well-de-
fined symmetry properties (normal modes). We
find the essential terms in the free energy of the
incommensurate state to be

r, =A (q„T)ti,'+A (q,„T)q„'-Bri, 'q, ,
+ ~Cq~,

while for the commensurate state

q, ~, and 6 are determined by minimizing the free
energies with respect to these variables. There
are two distinct cases. If B'/C & 96,' a first-or-
der transition occurs at T„~Tp with a commen-
surate (q = q, ) superlattice. However, if B'/C
&95p' a second-order transition to the incommen-
surate (q=q, ) state occurs at T,. The origin of
the temperature dependence of 5 is the coupling
term —Bqt,"q,~ in Eq. (2) which of course ensures
a secondary distortion q, ~. However, the major
contribution to the energy of this secondary dis-
tortion, A(q, ~, T)q,~', can be further reduced if 5
is decreased. For values of B'/C sufficiently
close to 95,', F«~ becomes less than F~, at
some temperature below T p and a first-order
lockin transition occurs. Figure 2 shows the data
and predictions obtained by minimization of Eqs.
(1) and (2) for a roughly optimized set of model
parameters. The quantity g,&/q~ is simply relat-
ed to the intensities of the qz and q, ~ peaks (Fig.
1) by q, ~/gz

——(I,z/I&)'~'. The value of n used in
A(q, T) which is necessary to obtain a reasonable
lockin temperature differs considerably from the
value obtained from the correlation lengths above
Tp. We suspect that a more realistic model in-
cluding additional q dependence of the coefficients
A, 8, and C would rectHy this problem.

In order to gain information on the dynamical
aspects of these transitions, we have studied
most of the phonon branches for the [&00j and

[00&] directions below 12 meV in both materials'
at 300 K. Figure 4 shows the pronounced Kohn-
like anomalies evident in the predominantly lon-
gitudinal Z, modes at wave vector q, = a*/3. A
similar anomaly has been observed by Wakaba-
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dence of the occurrence of CDW instabilities in
both NbSe, and TaSe,. We feel it is important,
however, to emphasize two aspects of the behav-
ior of these components which seem to fit rather
awkwardly within the canonical CDW description.
The first of these is the aforementioned absence
of a soft phonon mode together with the appear-
ance of quasielastic critical scattering. A rele-
vant microscopic CDW theory must account for
this behavior. Secondly, it seems extraordinary
that the values of 5 [Fig. 2(a)] just below T, in
both materials are essentially identical. Presum-
ably the qz wave vectors are related to their re-
spective Fermi surfaces, yet it would be surpris-
ing to find them so nearly equivalent in these two
compounds e

It is a pleasure to acknowledge conversations
with R. A. Cowley, S. H. Liu, D. Mukamel,
R. Pynn, G. Shirane, and J. A. Wilson, which
have made an invaluable contribution to our ex-
periments. We thank R. F. Frindt for the loan of
a NbSe, crystal, and D. E. M. is grateful to C. G.
Shull for his encouragement and support.

FIG. 4. Dispersion relations for the ~&t)00] acoustic
phonon branch. Full bar represents the half width of
the corresponding neutron group.

yashi' in studies of NbSe, (5-at.% Mo). The exis-
tence of a Kohn anomaly in a longitudinal mode
is a natural consequence of the nesting Fermi
surfaces and strong electron-phonon interaction
required for a CDW transition. However, the
theoretical prediction" that the phonon frequency
at the critical wave vector goes to zero at T, is
not borne out for these materials, as is evident
from the data of Fig. 4 taken at T = 130 K (just
above T, in TaSe,).

Although no soft mode is found, we have shown
that the static atomic displacements occurring
below T, have Z, symmetry. Bragg-intensity
data taken in the commensurate regime (T = 5 K)
of TaSe, were fitted by structure factors calcu-
lated using Z, phononlike displacements. We find
the predominant motion to be that of the Ta atom
along g iI [&00] (upper limit -0.09 A) which opposes
a smaller [&00] Se atom displacement. Slight
movement of the Se atoms along [OOK] also oc-
curs. The full details of our study of the low-
temperature displacements will be published
elsewhere.

The existence of incommensurate superlattices
and strong Kohn anomalies can be taken as evi-
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